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Figurative fundamentals
FOCUS AND FOCAL POINTS
The art of drawing and painting is, say Ann Witheridge and
Holly Cawte, about making choices and visual decisions. This
month they discuss the role of the artist in creating a focal point
hatever your subject there are
decisions to be made in and it is
up to us, as artists, to guide the
viewer's gaze to one area of the image or
another. The same choices apply whether
it's a portrait, landscape or still life and the
obvious ones are those that are set before
we even put paint to canvas: which
objects to paint, how many, the
composition, the viewing point, the range
of colours, etc. We must presume that the
viewer can determine the subject and not
overdraw it. Instead we should draw
attention to one area of th e canvas or
another - a painting is more exciting to
read if less is said.
There are many ways in which we can
make a viewer focus on one area of the
canvas and lose another:
• Composition - placement and scale on
canvas, proportion of canva s and
whether we choose to use the canvas
horizontally or vertically.
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• Relationship of objects to one
another and to the picture plane.
• Light source and direction of light,
objects hidden or in foreground, cast
shadows or form shadows.
• Value contrasts - deep or subtle.
• Edges lost or found; more obviously
the hard edges are the focus as they
are stronger, but we could also make
the softness become the beauty and
the pull.
• Accents (not outline) and highlights.
• Colour intensity, colour saturation,
colour contrasts or colour harmonies.
When painting a portrait it is very easy
to focus in on the eyes and the lips and
let the hair and shoulders melt away. It is
so much harder and more challenging to
paint a figure - how do you reduce all the
exciting information in the portrait so that
the image becomes about the figure, the

shapes and forms, the gesture and play of
light, as opposed to the portrait? This is a
much greater challenge. In setting up
your still life imagine what the obvious
focal point should be, and then try
changing it. You can try this with the
placement of the subject on the picture
plane, the viewing point, and the
treatment of the paint.
When you are next in a gallery or
museum, or looking at your art books,
look for the obvious focal point. What
catches your eye first? Was thi s the main
subject, and was it the artist's intention?
How have they drawn your attention to
one area or another? Have they been
successful in gu iding your focus? You will
notice so many different ways the artist is
able to do this. Sometimes the artist has
done it very consciously and at other
times, they have just followed natural
visual instinct. In thi s way, we can uncover
a whole new way of reading paintings.

CHANGE THE FOCUS ON AN OBJECT
Here I have set three simple objects into a colour harmonious background. The resulting paintings are shown on page 32

On a simple level the object in the foreground will appear as the most in focus. But this does not necessarily need to be the case. Say I cast a
shadow over the object in the foreground. Now the back object pops out. Here the value contrast and the lighting have guided our focal point.
But as discussed, it is not only the set up that can change the viewer's focal point. We can do this by the treatment of the paint.
www.pa inters-online.co.uk
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drawing and oil painting. Holly Cawte,
student teacher at the studios, is a recipient
of the De Laszlo scholarship and Leighton
House Museum artist in residence.
www.lavenderhillstudios.com

Ann Witheridge Still life 1, oil on linen, 6X 8in
15 X20cm.
I painted the same subject twice, both with the
same light source. In the first (above) I
accentuated the garlic by making the edges a little
sharper and intensifying the value pattern and
colour. I also placed more emphasis on the design
of the background near the garlic. Conversely,
I underplayed the value contrast of the mug and
kept the edges softer
A

.,. Ann Witheridge Still life 2, oil on linen, 6 X8in
(15 X 20cm).
Here I have reduced the colour range and value
play of the garlic. I painted the mug with much
more detail, thereby making it the dominant
object. Likewise I emphasised the play of the
background near the mug

BRING THE
BACKGROUND INTO
FOCUS
Remember that you can also make the
painting about the background and
setting. I think it is harder but also a fun
challenge to let the subject melt away
and the atmosphere and lighting jump
out. This is very obvious in a landscape,
where the sky can dominate and the
landscape can be a mere silhouette that
enhances the light.

~ Holly Cawte Drapery, oil on linen, 6 X 3~in
(15 X 9cm).
Here, the folds in the fabric have been
emphasised, thus giving the objects
secondary importance to the background

.,. Holly Cawte Pot, oil on linen, 6 X 3 ~in
(15 X 9cm).
This painting is about the pot, with intensity
of colour and details of modelling
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PRACTICAL
EXERCISES
What you'll need
You'll need paper or a sketchbook and a
firm eraser. If you're using paint, you'll
need a canvas board, a selection of
brushes and paint: for the beginner a
limited palette of black, ultramarine blue,
raw umber, cadmium red, yellow ochre
and white is recommended, plus a variety
of objects and a desk lamp or other light
source.

Choos ing t he foca l point
. Focus gives a place of direction and a
place of movement, taking you in and out
of that space. When setting up your
composition try to make an informed
choice as to which part of the subject is
most dominant and exciting to you;
choose an element of your composition,
such as the way the light is falling over an
apple, or the colour of a pear. Whatever
appeals as the element you most want to
capture should become your point of
interest or focal point.
Allowing the eye to rest on a main focal
point rather than lots of detailed
information makes it easier for the viewer
to find their way around the picture. The
phrase 'less is more' comes to mind here.
Keeping the setup clean and simple is
easier, and it leaves room for the mind to
rest on certain points within the piece
where the artist has brought our attention.
When drawing, choose the part of the
composition that you most wish to draw.
Think about the pressure you 're putting
through the pencil. Use softer lines at the
start to show form and mass, then
introduce heavier lines for value and

A.

Tangerine 1, oil on linen, 2XX 9%in (6 X 25cm)

A

Tangerine 2, oil on linen, 2XX 9%in (6 X 25cm)

www.painters-online.co.uk

expression. Throughout the piece the
expression of your line will help to show
focus. Remember: softer lines and edges
for objects that are not dominant; harder
edges for the focal point.
The expression of each line is very
personal and is akin to your own style of
handwriting. When drawing, keep your
grammar and tuition simple and
remember each element of the process
before adding style and technique. Set
your composition, then consider gesture
and perspective, finally add mass, value
and edges. Keeping your structural
elements clean and simple in the
beginning will help when you want to
play with the main focal point later.
You're in the driving seat when it comes
to design. Your focal point does not have
to be in the middle of the page/ canvas.

Your focus could be a tiny grape with a
beautiful highlight on the edge of your
page/ canvas. Setting something offcentre and introducing a different
perspective starts to enhance your
drawing ability and eye for design.
Could the light be going around the
back of the composition? Could you focus
on a part of the setup that is not obvious
to the viewer? Have you tried th e same
setup under natural light conditions?
Have you introduced a feeling of
movement through the setup and your
focal point? All elements can be
considered and questioned. It's good to
spend a little time going through the
basic parts of your composition instead of
realising halfway through that another
choice may have been better. This is why
a sketchbook is so integral to your work!

A. Holly Cawte, sketches, pencil on paper, S ~X 11in (14 X 28cm).
These drawings show the preparatory steps for my painting, below. My setup is simple but
I decided to use light as my tool to bring about focus. This forces the viewer to a specific part of
the picture first and then slows the eye before they consider the rest of the piece, as shown in

the two paintings

Next month: Colour
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